
WORLD BUILDER
From the halls of the mightiest publisher to the door of the most dedicated
gamer this second volume in the Gygaxian Fantasy Worlds series
marshals a veritable host of information for the game designer.
Unburdened with flavor text, this tome is a collection of militantly
organized definitions, lists, tables and charts with an  army of  information
from the  mundane to the extraordinary.

Game designers, professional or amateur, find an arsenal of trees, herbs,
armor, weapons, terrain features, and much more, as well as new
weapons, armor, magical gems, spell components and herbs.  The World
Builder covers outdoor settings, indoor living settings, merchandise with
a  completely illustrated armor and weapons section and Everyday Facts
from the government structure to the tensile strength of rope.  The depth
of information gathered in Gary Gygax’s World Builder is Legion.

Gary Gygax has described this work as a ‘descriptionary’ and that, in his
inimitable style, sums it up.  From within these pages a world designer can
flesh out the details of the world.  No longer does a forest simply become
a forest, rather it becomes a forest full of beeches or mixture of lodgepole
pine and cedar.  A child’s room can now be filled with toys and a study
becomes an endless supply of interesting artifacts.

Gary Gygax continues
compiling years of la-
bor and love and bring-
ing it to you the gaming
enthusiast in this the
second volume of the
Gygaxian Fantasty
Worlds.

“Gary Gygax’s World
Builder” is 185+ pages
and retails for $29.95.
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We here at the troll dens are working hard away on a number of
projects not to mention a company overhaul.  As those of you
who are closely associated with this company may know, we are
rather trollish around the office and need a little more direction
and discipline.  The following are some of the ‘minutes’ from
our last company meeting.

Todd: Is this meeting over
yet?
Davis: Huh?
Steve: We have five more
minutes to decide what we
are doing for the next three
years!!!
Davis: Huh?
Todd: Davis, say ‘huh’ one
more time and you’ll
tastemy fist!
Davis: Huh?
Davis:  Ouch that hurt.
Steve:  Quit goofing off,
now we have to put a book
out every minute to keep
this company afloat!!!
Davis:  Huh?
Todd:  What, we’re sinking?!?!?!
Davis:  Where’s my bottle.  Ohh,  are we changing our logo
again?

We are wrapping up the ‘World Builder’s Guide’ and ‘Bergholt:
By Shadow of Night.’  They should be shipping to the printer in
the next week.  As you can see, we are revamping and re-intro-
ducing the Seeker.  Submissions are always welcome.

In this issue we are premiering our Artists of the Month, Scott
Purdy (art on this page) and the first part of a many (and I mean
many)  parted piece by Bjorn Strohecker on Ogres.
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OF OGRES
THEIR HABITS AND HABITATS

Part I
Bjorn Strohecker

Always in search for battle and loot, ogres make their homes in almost any
wilderness environment.  Nomadic by nature, they roam the lands and settle
where enough food and riches can be despoiled to support the tribe.
Although ogres prefer low mountains and forested foothills to set up their
camps, they can just as often be encountered in steppes, coastal regions,
marshes, swamps, and in higher mountain ranges.  They tend to avoid hot,
sandy deserts and icy wastes if possible, as they feel more comfortable with
less extreme climates.  Should the need arise to cross such a region, or even
settle there for a while, the tribe acceptS the challenge and attempts to adapt
to their hostile surroundings.  Thus, a traveller in the desert should not be
surprised if he finds the only oasis within a hundred miles occupied by a
violent band of ogres.

Ogres are fighters, not farmers.  They neither grow crops nor do
they herd or breed animals of any kind.  Also, the concept of
trade is too exotic for an ogre’s mind to understand.  Instead,
they depend on pillage and raiding to make their living.  Ogres
often choose areas with well travelled roads as their hunting
grounds.  They usually set up their main camp in a remote and
secluded area to remain hidden from the occasional patrol or
anything that might pose a serious threat. Small hunting
parties prey on travellers, merchants, and any humanoid
unlucky enough to fall to their hands.  Hunting
parties often travel distances of up to fifty miles
from the main camp to keep its location secret.
Woe betide any community of humanoids who
seem to be too weak to defend themselve or live in
a remote area that is frequented by ogres.  The ogre
leader might decide to settle within a short
distance to remain in good striking range.  This is
not the rule though, but if it happens, it is most
likely that the community in question is doomed if
there is no help available from the outside.

Once settled, the tribe stakes the claimed territory with
skull-adorned poles.  Depending on a tribe’s success in a chosen area, ogres
may fortify their camp and stay for anything from a couple of weeks or up to
a year or two.  If food supplies and opportunities to kill, destroy, and
plunder, are abundant the tribe may decide to stay even longer. This lasts for
as long as the situation does not change or until the tribe’s members get
bored.  When they decide to move, it will be to the next promising region.

There are no known accounts for ogres actually building permanent homes,
let alone towns or cities.  Rather they occupy existing structures, such as
ruins, abandoned forts, or cavernous complexes and stay there until the tribe
moves on to a new area or dissipates.  The only known examples of ogre
architecture are the crude shrines dedicated to their vile deity Vhapragg.
These are monolithic stone circles stained dark with the blood of sacrificed
humanoids.

Ogres do not depend on fixed structures to shelter them though.  They
commonly use simple, cone-shaped tents made of large, poorly assembled
animal skins supported by crude, wooden poles.  These tents have a diameter
of about fifteen feet at the bottom and a height of roughly eighteen feet at the
tip, offering sufficient room for up to two adult ogres and one child or
juvenile.  A standard ogre tent has only one opening which serves as an

entrance, and one opening at the tip that serves as a chimney.  Every male,
adult ogre receives his own, plain tent upon his initiation, as it also serves
to symbolise an ogre’s rank in the tribe as well as his strength and ferocity.
A tent’s outside bears the skins and scalps of humanoids as well as any
other trophy that can be attached to it.  The poles are usually decorated with
skulls and bones.  The less ornamented a tent is, the younger and less
experienced is the ogre who owns it, while the more trophies adorn it, the
more experienced and battle-proven he is.  Single females share larger,
undecorated common tents with other females who do not currently have a
partner.  Once chosen as a wife by a male, they move to their partner’s tent
for as long as the relationship lasts.

The interior of an ogre tent usually is a mess, holding simple sleeping
accommodations such as hay and a blanket or furs, scattered foodstuffs,
smashed casks of ale, and a display of the owner’s most prized possessions.
The smell of waste, decay, and poorly tanned skins is truly overwhelming
here.  Ogres often share their tents with rats and other vermin.  From human
standards, the hygiene situation in an ogre camp is utterly appalling.  Being
very simple constructions, ogre tents can be set up and pulled down within
minutes and thus perfectly support the ogre’s nomadic life.  In case of a

major assault by an overpowering enemy, the main camp can be
evacuated in a matter of minutes and the ogres can be on their
way long before attackers arrive.

Larger tribes, counting fifty heads or more, appear to have a large
common tent, where the tribe’s leader, shaman, and elder ogres

hold the feared Ul’Vhapragg, which literally translated means
‘Like Vhapragg’ or, more freely, ‘Like Vhapragg taught us’.

This is a bizarre court where disputes between individual
ogres are settled in the spirit of their chaotic evil god.  If

the tribe does not have a common tent or the
environment does not allow them to put up a tent of

this size, the Ul’Vhapragg is held in a cave or any
other place offering sufficient space to house a
dozen of these giants.

Every ogre camp also has a small shrine or
place of worship.  Its size and shape largely
depend on the duration of the tribe’s sojourn
in the region.  If a tribe stays in the same place
for a period of at least six months, it is very
likely that the ogres will erect a stone circle, a
permanent mark of their visit.  These places are

often used by wandering ogres to praise their violent god or thank him for
a rich booty, long after the tribe has moved on.  If a tribe only stays for a
short time, they at least consecrate a wooden shrine or totem pole to their
deity for worship.

Fortifications are only built when the tribe decides to remain in a certain
region for a long time.  These will consist of simple, wooden palisades and,
in rare cases, a ditch or moat.  The main defence of an ogre camp are patrols
of two to four ogres, mostly females, who scout the area for trespassers.
When a patrol spots intruders within their staked territory they immediately
attack and kill them if at all possible.  Otherwise they return to the camp,
either to gather reinforcements or to sound the alarm.

Ogres get along rather well with gnolls, trolls, and evil hill giants and are
known to co-operate with these races, either as free-willed mercenaries or
when forced to.  They also work together with orcs at times but the
relationship between the two races is constantly strained.  This is because
they compete for the same territory and for the same reasons.  When two
ogre tribes claim the same territory they fight each other until one tribe is
victorious.  The survivors of both tribes usually unite under the leadership
of the superior tribe’s chief.



Artists of
the Month

Scott Purdy

This month, our artist of ‘The
Month’ is Scott Purdy.  I ran into
Scott at GenCon last and we
shared some jokes and a few
Coca Colas (wink wink).  I was
immediately drawn to his art and
knew right away this fellow had
the feel we were looking for at
Troll Lord Games.  He has per-
formed admirably and his art-
work for our latest product
‘Blood Royal’ was astounding.

Some of the pictures were so good that I just wanted them but had no prod-
uct to put them in.  Those products  will come though.
Scott is doing a lot of the art for the upcoming ‘Book of
Familiars.’  Little does he know, I will shortly be giving
him a large series of books to work with.

To better inform those of you out there about the artists
in qestion (and so you would not think of him as just
another faceless artist) I interviewed Scott to get a little
bit of information about his background and source of
inspiration.

D:  So Scott, tell us a little about yourself.  You know
birthdate, address, social security number, income, bank
account number and all those other meaningful attributes
of modern society.

Scott:  You do horrible interviews Davis.  But here
goes, I was born sometime around the time my
mother was visiting a hospital - about 25 years
ago, maybe more.  I was raised in a family
Brewers and consider myself a Brewer to this
day.  I have 19 brothers and 23 sisters and I
love them all to death, they are really good

people and sup-
port my current endeavors as an
artist.

D:  Fascinating, but I think you are hiding
something from the audience, I hear tell you
used to lived in Sicily.

Scott:  That rumour is blown way out of
proportion, I just owned a house there and
slept in it on occasion.  I mean really, I just
needed a safe place to keep my yacht and
Sicily seemed as good a place as any.  And
don’t listen to those ‘mafia connection’ sto-
ries either.  They are patently false, wrong

family and everything.  I was never a ‘made man.’  What really happened
was that I had just finished my 20 year term of duty with the SAS and
needed a place to relax.  And merry old England was not so merry in 1966.
So I went to Sicily.  Also the warm climate helps me on those days when my

battle wounds startED to hurt.  I got shot during the invasion of Normandy
you see and then again in Korea.  Vietnam was no picnic either.

D:  But you left Sicily.

Scott:  Yes I did.  I had just finished a book, ‘The
7000 and One Knights,’ about En-
glish aristocracy kicking perfidious
French hiny.  Then the French
Foreign Legion came after me.
So I had to high tail it to Af-
rica.  I spent a couple of de-
cades in Africa working for
Green Peace as a mercenary.

D: It sounds like you’ve had an
interesting life! What made you
decide to do work for Troll Lord
Games?

Scott: The money?????? and free food at conventions.

D: Sounds like you’re putting it over on the Troll
Lords.

Scott:  Don’t piss me off, Davis.

D:  OK, on to your art, what is the inspira-
tion for your art?  Say for the troll on the
Cover of The Seeker.

Scott: Your face.

D:  OK... how about for the shoe?

Scott:  The boot I am going to hit you in
the face with.

D: OK... I think this interview is at an
end.  Thanks for your time.  But I do
have one more question, if I may.

Scott:  What?

D:  We hear a lot these days about artists
and ‘starvation.’  Do you know anything
about this?  And what is the relationship

between artists and ear lopping?

Scott:  Fascinating question.  You see, when I was working as a bush pilot
in Alaska there was this crab artist.  He had, quite literally, turned crab
fishing into an
art.  He was very
fat.  Fatter than
Churchill even.
So I don’t think
he was starving.
As for the ear
thing, we really
get tired of
people talking to
us about art and
just want some
silence once and
a while!



BLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYAL
What is Blood Royal? What is it about? Why must I own this
adventure module? These are questions that no doubt plague the
mind of anyone looking for hours of good solid adventure for
their players.

Blood Royal is a 48 page adventure module detailing an area of
the Detmold, of the World of Erde. It may be used in any heavily
forested area thick with ancient evils and fairies gone bad. Blood
Royal features a hefty amount of wilderness adventuring, and
enough role playing and intense combat encounters to keep all
kinds of gamers very happy. There are negotiations to be made,
powerful NPC’s to deal with, and dangerous villains to be
overcome. In many instances the “Quake” style of 3ed play may
be hazerdous to your PC’s health as fighting everything is not
always the best solution to your problems!

PCs find them- s e l v e s
called to a small k ingdom
within a deep, enchanted
forest, where family dis-
putes, and claims to
the throne of K i n g
Pellan are com- ing to a
head. Bitterness and jeal-
ousy leave the k ingdom
divided and powerful
forces from the realm of
Faerie have a hand in it
all.The PCs ac- tions shape
the course of the future for
the folk they encounter for good or ill. Blood Royal makes the
PCs the heroes of the tale, giving them the glory, and not stealing
it away to give to a powerful NPC at the end of the day, making
their efforts seem trivial. I wrote this adventure with a feel for
Arthurian legend and the crossing over into lands which are
there, yet not there, where dreams and reality blend together but
ultimately play themselves out in the mortal realms of the PCs.

As if all the great wilderness stuff isn’t enough Blood Royal also
features several dasterdly dungeon locations where PCs must use
their wits and their skills to overcome perils of mind and flesh.
Blood Royal is the first North American adventure written and
developed for use with the Dwarven Forge Mastermaze sets. If
you dont own or use Dwarven Forge, or find it difficult to
translate maps in modules from other publishers into use with
your Dwarven Forge setups, fear not, the maps were designed
specifically to be Dwarven Forge Friendly!

C.W. Christofferson

Copied from somewhere without anyone’s permission!

Caroline Parker’s Gaming Recipe of the bi-Week
TERIYAKI CHICKEN WINGS

2 pounds chicken wings
1 small onion, chopped
1/2 cup soy sauce
1/2 cup brown sugar, firmly packed
1 tsp. minced fresh ginger
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 tsp. dry sherry
sesame seeds for garnish (optional)          Seal of Approval

Heat oven to 350 degrees.  With a knife, separate chicken wings at teh
joints and discard tips.  Please wing pieces in a baking dish.  With a food
processor or blender, process onion, soy sauce, brown sugar, ginger,
garlic and sherry until blended.  Pour mixture over chicken and mari-
nate for at least 1 hour. Bake for 1 hour and sprinkle with sesame seeds.
Yummy!

SASASASASAINT ANTOINT ANTOINT ANTOINT ANTOINT ANTON’S FIN’S FIN’S FIN’S FIN’S FIRERERERERE
An older module by our newest staff writer, Carolyn Parker.

The town of St. Anton lies
quiet.  Not so much as a
dog can be heard, and no
creatures stir in the still of
the night.  Through back
alleys and quiet streets,
along the castle walls, and
the whole town, all seem
transformed into a dream-
like lull.  Cobble-stoned
paths wind lazily up and
down small hills, and in the
moonlight, sagging balco-
nies and arching trees bow
idly over the streets.  There

is evil afoot in St. Anton.  The Duke’s son is dead, murdered by
some eldritch power.  But there are darker plots still.

This adventure challenges players in a unique way.  They must
navigate the thin line between good and evil, face nightmares
unlike any before.  One small slip, one mis-step and the PCs
may usher in a great evil or destroy the perfect good.

We consider this one of our best adventures to date.  If you like
The Lion in Ropes, this is a must have.

Davis Chenault’s Gaming recipe of the Bi-Week

Yummmmy Good
Bread - Two slices/white (Wonder)
Cheese - All American slices, in plastic (sealed for your protection)
Guinness - Room temp, bottled

Take two pieces of white bread and put to side.  Unwrap cheese, place between slices of bread.  Pop open the Guinness and let the good
times roll.  For variation, dip sandwich in Guinness or pour on bread, place in blender and serve as shake.



THE WINTER GOBLINSTHE WINTER GOBLINSTHE WINTER GOBLINSTHE WINTER GOBLINSTHE WINTER GOBLINS
Being A History of those Folk who stalk the Northern

Wastes

Part Two of Three parts

In reprisal the Dwarves sacked the Goblin Holes and rooted
out their fell Queen, Ogoltay.  Immense in size, the massive
creature could not move herself, but lay upon her side,
birthing eggs of Goblins all the while.  They could not slay
her, for the root of her lay deep in the world.  But they
bound her, using magic of the forge, and encased her in a
temple of stone.  Iron guardians they set to guard her, and
they buried the temple beneath the earth.  So she remained
for many years, until after winter’s dark.

~~  As is recorded in
The Codex of Erde

Beyond the walls Unklar grew suspicious.  He looked upon the Other and wondered
at its lack of movement or life.  At that moment Feures, fearing for his Other recalled
it and Unklar stood gazing upon the empty patch of snow.

When it came to him that the Goblin had tricked him a great rage took him and he
pounded the walls and doors of the temple.  His rage thundered over the mountain
and he scooped up a smattering of his minions by the feet and used them as a club
to hammer upon the roof.  Their bodies soon turned to pulp and he cast them aside.
At this, the rest of his folk fled down the mountain and hid in the fastness of the
swamps, where, is said, they reside still.

But Unklar cared little, and he cursed the Goblin and vowed to hunt him to the ends
of the earth.

When the fury of the assault ended and many long hours and days passed Feures
gathered together as many of the eggs as he could, a half dozen scrolls and he fled the
temple by devious means.  After much wandering he settled in the far north, where
he built a fortress to hide his gains.  In time one of the eggs hatched and a Queen was
born.  Feures marveled at this, for never in the histories of his people had a Queen
come to light.  Though in truth many had, but Ogoltay would have none of it and
crushed the eggs outright.

Feures fortified his house anew and raised the young Queen to maturity, naming her
Uzian.  When at last she was of age, he made with her so that she began laying eggs
in the vain of her mother.  He marveled in this and wondered that he now lorded over
the Goblin world as father and King!  For many years he lived thus in the grey wastes
of the world’s northern climes.  He accumulated great wealth and magic from the
ages past.  His fortress he named Nyc Atal, that is in the Vulgate the “Womb of the
World.”

But in time the minions of Unklar learned that Feures haunted the world in these
climes and, setting a trap, they captured him with some of his minions in the Frozen
Salt Flats.  Binding him, they bore him back to Aufstrag to their grim faced master.
Much to Unklar’s pleasure the Goblin came to his halls, bound and hung like
common game.  He slew his minions outright and taking up Feures, bore him into
the deeps of the pits.  He labored long and for many days and nights upon the

immortal creature until at last he split the Goblin in twain, pulling his Other from him
and making him less than he was before.  This shadowy creature he took up and
recast it in a sword of darkened metal.*

But Feures he cast from Aufstrag, a broken creature of immortal design.  The Goblin,
torn by the pain of the horned god’s sufferings fled into the wilds never knowing his
own mind but always seeking his Other.

*This blade came into the possession of the Captain of the Gate, Ungruthol an
Ungern of immense stature.  In later years this beast fell prey to a Halfling,
Witterkind, and the sword passed into the world.  The blade is alternately known
as “Ungruthol” or the “Feures Blade.”

In the north, in the fortress of Nyc Atal the Queen continued to lay eggs and at last
they hatched.  But these Goblins born on Winter’s Forge were wholly different than
their kin.  The lived apart from the evil influences of their races’ past misdeeds, and
no gods or demons hounded them to war, nor fueled unnatural hatreds.  These
Goblins lived in relative peace in their far fortress and learned nothing but what they
took from the Mammoth Scrolls left by Feures.  And as for Feures they learned not
of his sufferings but worshiped him as the Father King of their people.

These Goblins called themselves the Kaldun, in the Vulgate “those of Cold Feet, or
more commonly, the Winter Goblins.

To be Coninued....

Movie Review
Davis Chenault

I recently had an opportunity to watch’Resident Evil.’  Now, I have never been a fan
of the slash, gore, horror genre and quite specifically never enjoyed the ‘Dawn of the
Dead’ series.  Still don’t.  However, after having watched this movie, I left pleasantly
surprised.

The plot is fairly a fairly simple one.  Pretty girl shoots gun at bad things.
That about says it all right.  Wrong.  Like most popularly consumed stories,
this one has kernals and nuggets of information concerning the world we
live in.  The story revolves around a virus that allows the human body to
survive after death.. This is much like the original Dawn of the Dead stories
- if I recall correclty.  But the insidious twist with this story is the involve-
ment of a huge corporation conducting illegal research and the unwitting
actions of several people trying to expose the corporation’s activities bringing
on the catastrophe.

Truly popular tales are fascinating windows into the phobias and concerns
of those who consume them.  This story exposes our distrust of corpora-
tions and fear of impotence when faced with seemingly suprahuman tech-
nologies.  These are fairly obvious.  But more importantly, the movie ex-
presses our fear of the direction medical and scientific research is taking
us.  Genetic research changes who we are.  It can utterly recreate us into
something we no longer recognize as human.  At its most interesting, it
criticizes the ‘environmental’ movement as dupes who are potentially
complicit through naivety in bringing about environmental catastrophe.
This is a cautionary tale.

Or, maybe I like it because it addresses my fears and concerns.  Or, just
maybe, a good, rompin, mindless, shoot -em up thriller filled with beauti-
ful people and well choreographed fight scenes was just what I needed on a
lazy Saturday afternoon.



Troll Lord Games
Winter Catalog

1001 After Winter Dark Campaign $5.00
1002 Map to After Winter Dark $5.00
1010 The Codex of Erde (d20) $34.95
1011 Book of Familiars (d20) $29.95
1202 Dzeebagd: Under Dark . . . (d20) $7.00
1203 Felsentheim: Dogs of War (d20) $6.95
1204 By Shadow of Night (d20 Comp) $16.95
1205 The Black Moon (d20 Comp) $16.95
1206 Nefarious Tidings (d20 Comp) $16.95
1401 A Lion in the Ropes (d20) (2nd pr) $6.95
1501 Galal’s Grave (d20) $6.00
1601 The Malady of Kings (d20) $7.00
1602 Winter Runes, BR I  (d20 Comp) $16.95
1603 Blood Runes, BR II (d20 Comp) $16.95
1650 Imperial Horde (d20 Comp) $16.95
1651 Winter Horde (d20 Comp) $16.95
1701 The Mortality of Green (d20) $6.95
1702 Vakhund: Into the Unknown (d20) $6.95
1703 The Fantastic Adventure (d20) $6.95
1801 Heart of Glass (d20 Comp) $16.95
1901 St. Anton’s Fire (d20) $10.95
1902 Blood Royal $10.95
3001 The Canting Crew (GFW vol I) $34.95
3002 A World Builder’s Guide (GFW vol II) $29.95
3010 The Hermit by Gary Gygax (d20 advent) $13.95
4001 The Lost City of Gaxmoor $20.95
5200 Dark Druids $11.95

DISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNT
DISCOUNTDISCOUNTDISCOUNTDISCOUNTDISCOUNT

Because we are reintroducing ‘The Seeker,’ Troll Lord Games
is offering a one time discount on all purchases made through
the Troll Lord Games home office.

To all recipients of ‘The Seeker’ we are offering a 15% dis-
count on everything in our product line.

Additionally, for any purchase of $100.00 or more, we are
offering a 20% discount.

For those who purchase the ‘Codex of Erde’ we are offering
the map for free.

And finally, for those who help us expand our mailing list we
are offering an additional 5% discount on products.  So sign
up a friend or send us his or her address. This latter discount
does not stack with itself but can be used in conjunction with
those discounts mentioned above.

The discount is void where prohibited.
ContactTodd at seeker@trolllord.com

For retailer discounts and distributor discounts
contact retailer@trolllord.com

phone  501-661-0449


